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Don’t Forget To: “Chuck-A-Buck”

Legion of Honor News
By JOHN BOHLING

RECENTLY, members of the Daughters of the Nile, Ahlem Temple,
visited Shriners Hospitals for Children in Springfield, MA, to make
a special presentation. Ahlem (Melha spelled backwards) Temple

started in 1947, and remains strong today with members actively working
to support the hospital in numerous ways. David Burstein, Esq.,
Chairman, Springfield Board of Governors, and other members of the
board, Phillip Thomas (emeritus chairman), James Spear and Joseph
Surprenant greeted the group. Past Supreme Queen, Eleanor Green
had the honor of presenting the crown worn by their first Queen in 1947 to
the hospital. The crown was placed on display in the hospital lobby.

Who are the Daughters of the Nile?
The Daughters of the Nile (D.O.N.) is an international, fraternal organ-

ization for women who are related by birth or marriage to a Shriner,
Master Mason, or Daughter of the Nile. They were founded in 1913 in
Seattle, Washington and currently have over 32,000 members in 144 cities
throughout the United States
and Canada. The D.O.N. con-
tributes over $1,000,000
annually to Shriners
Hospitals for Children. To
date they have contributed
over $45 million dollars,
making their organization
the second biggest contribu-
tor to the hospitals, with
Shriners International being
the top contributor.

Daughters of the Nile, Ahlem Temple,
Present Crown to Hospital

WELL, we have started a new Shrine year, but the old year,
weather wise, still hangs in there by being consistintly
inconsistint. As I write this the ground is bare, the ground-

hog is trying to cover up his shadow and the overnight temperatures
are hanging steady in the 20’s!! Sorry all you snow bunnies, but, come
on global warming!!

Last time I talked about our up-coming Legion of Honor Brunch. Well, it was
a great success even though a mixup in starting time gave Commander Hoyt
Siggins and I a chance to perform an hour long song and dance routine to
rival anything Flo Zigfield ever produced. Broadway here we come! We would
like to thank all the members of the Divan who attended as they also had a
subsequent commitment and managed to depart without soiling their tuxes.
The only thing left for us is to decide who pays the overtime for the six chefs
who we needed to feed the Commander and fill in the rut to the buffet table.

Also, thanks to all who parked cars during the Antique Show, particularly
those who parked cars in the snow on Saturday. This was a unique experience
as we had one customer who arrived at the height of the storm on a bicycle! He
was still there when I left several hours later.

A thank you also to Past Commander Dan Schuldman and his Lady
Meriam who along with me and my Lady Carolyn attended the Black Camel
Ceremony to honor our three departed Nobles: Harvey Miller, Past
Commander; Abram Simmons, Jr.; and David Zide. Rest well Nobles.

Thanks also to Chief Steward Dave Tucker and his group who gave a gen-
erous donation to provide for a new Aleppo flag for the front of our building.
The amount was sufficient to provide for a new Massachusetts State flag.
“Chuck-A-Buck” says thank you.

We are going to pursue a new course by asking Units to provide us one new
five-by-eight foot flag rather than make a cash donation. This will enable our
Units to provide more help at less cost.

Those of you who follow my scribbling know of my baseball trivia, but here
is a quote from good old Satchel Paige, which is still true for all of us today:
“Man – the past is a long and twisty road.”

‘Till next time

THE MEMBERS of the Legion of Honor and Illustrious John E.
Grant, Jr., at the LOH Brunch.


